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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a simple Chevalley group, Steinberg variation, or Ree group, defined 
over a finite field GF(29, n > 1, and having Lie rank two. The condition 
n > 1 guarantees the existence of a non-identity Cartan subgroup H of G, 
and H occupies an important position with respect to both the 2-local and the 
p-local structure of G, for certain odd primes p. 
Let F be the set of maximal (under inclusion) H-invariant 2-subgroups of G. 
(This definition, and others following, are provisional, and are intended to 
motivate the definitions given in a more abstract setting a little further on). 
Then we have G = (9). Let 8* denote the set of proper subgroups of G, 
other than 2-groups, which are generated by members of F. Then (N(P): 
P ~9’*} is the set of maximal parabolic subgroups of G which contain H, and 
P/O,(P) is a quasisimple Bender broup for any P E P*. Moreover, every maximal 
2-local subgroup M of G is of the form N(PQ) for some g E G and some P E 9’*. 
This indicates the connection between Hand the 2-local structure of G. 
At the same time, if p is a prime dividing 2” - 1 then H = C,(D), where 
D = J-4(0,(H)) is an elementary abelian p-group of p-rank two (the single 
exception occuring when G z L,(4) and p = 3). Thus No(H) = N,(D) 
is a p-local subgroup of G. The group W = N,(H)/H is the Weyl group of G, 
and we have G = <T, N,(H)) f or any T E F. This connection between 2-local 
and p-local structure is the basis for the global structure of G via its BN-pair. 
We shall formulate a set of axioms for the situation described above. Thus, 
let G now denote an arbitrary (to begin with) finite group, having an elementary 
abelian p-subgroup D of p-rank two. Set H = C,(D), and assume that N 
normalizes some non-identity 2-subgroup of G. 
Let F* = U*(H; 2) be the set of maximal H-invariant 2-subgroups of G 
under inclusion. A subset Y of F* will be said to be complete if whenever 
S E F and T E F* with S f~ T # 1, then T E F. We say that F is a component 
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of y* if y is complete and the only proper complete subset of r is the empty 
set. 
Fix a component r of r*. For any subgroup X of G set .47(X) = 
{I? E I@(H; 2): R f T for some T E y}. Let CV be the collection of all subgroups 
Y of G such that 
(i) 1 < O,(Y) < Y, and 
(ii) Y = (9(Y)). 
Let 9 be the collection of all P in $V such that P/O,(P) is a quasisimple Bender 
group, and let 9* be the set of maximal members of 8, under inclusion. We 
consider the following 
Hypothesis 
Hl:g =9. 
H2: 9-(P) < F for all P EB*. 
H3: N,(H) < N(D) for all P E 8. 
H4: 0,((9-)) = 1. 
We shall establish the following two theorems. 
THEOREM A. Assume the Hypothesis. Let T E F, set B = (H n (F)) T, 
and set N = (N,(H): P c 9’). Then either 
(9 CD(V)> i: 1 and T is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L,(29 
for some Jixed n, n > 1, OY 
(ii) C,((F)) = 1 and (F’) = (B, N) is a split BN-pair of rank two. 
THEOREM B. In addition to the Hypothesis, assume that G is of characteristic 
2-type, and that No(P) is a maximal 2-local subgroup of G for all P EB*. Then 
(F) = P*(G) is isomorphic to L&29, S,(4,2”), G&29, 2Fq(2n), 3D,(2n), U,(29, 
or Us(2”) for some n, n > 1. 
Theorems A and B are intended as a step towards the classification of quasi- 
thin simple groups (simple groups G such that m,(M) < 2 for all odd primes 
p and all a-local subgroups M of G). With finitely many exceptions, the known 
quasithin simple groups of characteristic 2-type are among the groups in the 
conclusion of Theorem B. In some sense these theorems are inspired by and 
are analogous to the results in [l], which have their main application to the 
classification [2] of thin simple groups. Most of the ideas used in proving 
theorem A come from papers of Sims [12] and Glauberman [6] by way of David 
Goldschmidt. Indeed, we would like to express our gratitude to Professor 
Goldschmidt for sharing his ideas on extending the Glauberman-Sims construc- 
tion (which appear here in section 4). This new construction seems also to have 
been anticipated by Richard Niles, in [lo]. 
481/62/1-12 
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Notation. Set N = (N,(H): P E@), and put W = NH/H. For X an 
H-invariant subset or element of G and for w E W we define Xw = X”, for 
any element n of the coset w. For X an H-invariant subgroup of G we write 
Xn Wor WnXfor(XnN)H/H. 
Define a (symmetric) relation d on.9 by (P,, , PI) E A if ( F(P,,) n .F(P& = 1. 
If in addition we have (PO , PI} < 8*, we write (P,, , PJ E A*. 
For TEF, set.Y(T) = {PEP: T <P}. 
For d E II-#, set & = Y-(&(d)), W, = C,(d) n W, W,,, = N&(d)) n W, 
Pd = {P E 8: P < C(d)}, andforREYd,set9’d(R)=(PE9’d:R<P}. 
An H-invariant subgroup X of G is said to be of type L,(2%) if 
X = (F(X)) # 1, O,(X) = 1, and every member of Y(X) is of type L&2”). 
If V is an elementary abelian 2-group and X is a group of automorphisms 
of V with Sylow 2-subgroup S, such that X s L,(2”), ) V ) = 22n, and 
1 C,(S)l = 2”, we say that V is a natural module for X. 
For S a 2-group, d(S) denotes the collection of elementary abelian subgroups 
;f (~5’;;) maximal rank, J(S) = (d(S)), z(S) = Qr(Z(J(S))), and g(S) = 
s 
2. BENDER GROUPS ON ~-GROUPS 
In this preliminary section, we depart briefly from the notation given in the 
introduction, and consider groups G such that G/O,(G) is isomorphic to L,(2”), 
Sz(29, SU(3,2”), or Ua(2n), f or some n, n > 1. We fix 4 = 2”. The results 
of this section will only be needed in the case that n > 1, but since no extra 
argument is required in the case n = 1, we include it. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Suppose j(S) 4 O,(G) for S E Syl,(G), .%(2(S)) < O,(G), 
and Ql(Z(S)) $ G. Then G/O,(G) s L,(q) and, setting V = Q,(Z(O,(G))), 
V/C,(G) is natural module for G/O,(G). 
Proof. Set 2 = Qr(Z(S)). Then 2 < V, as 2 $ G. Since l(S) $ O,(G), 
V z& z(S), and so J(S) $ O,(G). Let A E d(S), with A 4 O,(G). By the 
maximality of A, we have 1 A 1 > l(A n O,(G)) V 1, so that / A / 1 A n V 1 > 
I A n O,(G)1 1 V /. Setting G = G/O,(G), we obtain 1 2 1 = I A: A n O,(G)] 3 
1 V: A n V ) = 1 V/C,(A)]. 
It is well-known that three conjugates of A suffice to generate G, and that two 
conjugates suffice if I 2 j > 2 and G is not a unitary group. Now j 2 j < 4, 
so that I Vz C,(G)] < 4”. But I Sz(p)I r I L,(2)I form < 4n and I Us(p)1 + I L,(2)I 
for m < 6n, and so G g L,(q). Suppose j 2 / = 2. Then 1 T/: C,(G)/ ,( 8, 
so that q = 2. Thus we are now reduced to the case in which G is generated by 
two conjugates of 3. Hence / V: C,(G)/ < q2, and since 1 L,(q)1 -t’L,(2)1 for 
m > 2n, we have 1 V: C,(G)\ = q2 and I 2 I = q. Thus S = O,(G) A and 
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j k’: C,(J)1 = 1 V: C,(S)i = q. Thus V/C,(G) is a natural module for G, 
which proves (2.1). 
We record also: 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let I7 be a nontrivial Z,[G]-module, with 1 V 1 < q?. Then 
G/O,(G) s L,(q), and 1 V / = q”. 
(2.3) LEMMA Let V be an irreducible Z,[G]-module, G G L,(q), such that 
[V, S] # [V, S, S] = 1 for S E Syl,(G). Then V is a natural module for G. 
Proof. Set 2 = [V, S], Let H be a complement in NG(S) to S, and let g 
be an involution in No(H), with g $ S if H = 1. Then 2.2” admits (S, g:, -: G, 
so that V = ZZ”, and 2 n Z’g cC,((S, 9)) = C,(G) = 1. Also C,(S) n 
C,(Sg) == 1, so 2 = C,(S), as m(2) = m(V)/2. 
Let x E S+. Then G = (S, s”> centralizes C,(S) n C,(xg), so C,(x) = 2. 
Let x’ be an involution in G - S. Then C,(x’) n C,(x) centralizes (S, ~‘1 == G, 
so that C,((x, 3’)) = 1, and so C,(xx’) = 1. This shows that every element of 
odd order in G is fixed-point-free on V. 
Choose s E S# so that 1 xg 1 = 3, and set y  = xg. Let 7.J be a minimal non- 
identity H-invariant subgroup of Z, and set W = UUS As C,(y) q m- I, it 
follows that W admits y, and then as W admits (H, g) we have W = 1’. Since 
H is faithful and irreducible on U, we have 1 7J 1 = q. Thus j V / =I q” and 
I,’ is a natural module for G. 
(2.4) THEOREM (Baumann). Let G/O,(G) s L,(q), with F*(G) = O,(G). 
Let S E Syl,(G), and assume that no non-identity characteristic subgroup of S 
is normal in G. Then G has precisely one non-central 2-chief factor, and the nil- 
potence class of S is two. 
Proof. See [3]. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let G/O,(G) s L,(q), with F*(G) = O,(G). Let S E S&(G), 
and assume that Q,(Z(S)) $ G. Then J(S) E S~l,((jiS)~)), and zf j(S) .$ G 
then G centrahxes O,(G)/(O,(G) n J(S)). 
Proof. Set M = O,(G), V = Q,(Z(M)), W = z(M), and 2 = Q,(Z(S)). 
Thus Z < V < TV. Since 2 
J(S) < G, whence V 
Thus J(S) $ M, 
$ as). 
4 G we have 2 < V. We may assume that 
and so there exists A E a(S) with A $’ M. By (2.1), it 
follows that V/C,(G) is a natural module for G/M and that S = MA. Then, 
aIso 1 E*: -4 n V 1 = q, so that @(M) < 6%‘(S). This yields J(M) < J(S) 
whence z(S) < Wand J(M) < J(S). 
Let g E G - NC(S), and set K = (A, Ag). Then G = KM. Since 
(-4 n M) V E Q!(M), we have W < (A n AZ) V, whence j W: A n W 1 = q. 
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Then 1 W: C,(K)[ < q2 = [ Y: C,(K)l, so that JV = C,(K) V. Hence 
qsy < Z(S) v  f  or all x E K. Setting R = J(S) n M, we have R = 
C,,,(z(S) V), whence K < N(R), 
ii;;7== 1, so that a=y(s), 
and so R 4 G. Set G = G/R. Then 9(s) n 
and a n ill = 1. Then [A, M] = 1, whence also 
[K, M] = 1, and as A is abelian, we have G = K x H. Thus J(S) E Syl,(KR), 
where KR = (r(S)G). 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let G/O,(G) E L,(q), SE Syl,(G), with F*(G) = O,(G). 
Assume that Q,(Z(S)) < G and that no non-identity characteristic subgroup of 
i(S) is normal in G. Then G has just one non-central 2-chief factor, and the nil- 
potence class of j(S) is two. 
Proof. Immediate from (2.4) and (2.5). 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let GI and Gz be groups satisfying the hypothesis of this section, 
contained as subgroups of some group. Assume that SyI,(G,) n Syl,(G,) has a 
unique member S, and that Z(S) < O,(G,) n O,(G,). Assume also that Z(G,) = 
Z(G,) = 1, and that O,((G, , G,)) = 1. Then G,/O,(G,) g L,(2n) for some 
fixed n, n > I, and sZ,(Z(O,(G,))) is a natural module for G,/O,(G,). 
Proof. Set 17, = sZ,(.Z(O,(G,))). Supp ose first that some non-identity 
characteristic subgroup of j(S) is normal in Gr . Then since O,((G, , G,j) = 1, 
we have j(S) T G, . Then J(S) $ G, , and so as Z(Ga) = 1, it follows from 
(2.1) that G,/O,(G,) z L,(~Q) for some na , and that V, is natural module 
for G,/O,(G,). I f  also some non-identity characteristic subgroup of j(S) is 
normal in G, , then G,/O,(G,) z L,(2”1) and V, is a natural module for 
G,/O,(G,). But then 1 Q,(Z(S))/ = 2”1 = 2 Q, so that we are done in this case. 
We may therefore assume, by symmetry, that no non-identity characteristic 
subgroup of J(S) is normal in Gr . Then G,/O,(G,) g L2(2nl), G has just one 
non-central 2-chief factor, and cl(j(S)) = 2, by (2.6). Then V, is a natural 
module for G,/O,(G,), by (2.3). Since Z(G,) = I, @(O,(G,)) = 1, SO that 
VI = O&G,), and S = J(S). Now cl(S) = 2, whence S/O,(G,) is abelian, 
SO that G,/Oa(G,) g L,(2nz). Also, since J(S) < O,(G,), V, is a natural module 
for G,/O,(G,), by (2.1). As above, this yields n, = nz , so the lemma is proved. 
(2.8) LEMMA. Let G s L,(q), V a natural module for G. Then V admits 
the structure of a GF(q)[G]-module. 
Proof. Set F = GF(q), and put V* = V @x, F. Then V’r is an F[Gl-module 
of dimension 2n. Let W be an irreducilbe F[G]-submodule of V*. (Such a 
W exists as C,,(G) g C,(G) = (0). Let P be the Galois group of F/Z, . Then 
P operates on I’* in the obvious way, and as a corollary to the Dedekind inde- 
independance theorem one has V* = Casr Wa. By a theorem of Steinberg 
in [14], we have IV= lJal @ ... @ UQ for some natural F[G]-module U 
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and some subset (01~ ,..., ak} of P, with air ,..., elk distinct. Then dim,(W) = 2k, 
and so dim V* 3 (n/k) 2”. It follows that K = 1 or 2. 
Suppose first that k = 1, so that V* is a sum of natural F[G]-modules. The 
G-module homomorphism p: V* ---f V given by p(a @ w) = v induces then a 
G-module isomorphism between U and V, yielding (2.8) in this case. So assume 
k = 2. Then W s U @ Ua for some involution a: E P, and direct computation 
yields dim,(C,(S)) = 1. But then dim (C,,(S)) = 42, whereas dim(C,,(S) = 
m(C,(S))) = n; a contradiction. Thus k # 2, and (2.8) is proved. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let G/O,(G) s L,(q), O,(G) a natural module for G/O,(G), 
and assume J(S) $ O,(G) for S E Syl,(G). Then S is of type L,(q). 
Proof. Set V = O,(G), and identify V with a natural F[G]-module, 
F = GF(2n). Let A E a(S), A + V’. Then S = AV, by the proof of (2.1) 
and then G splits over V, by Gaschutz’s theorem. Since all natural F(G)- 
modules are algebraically conjugate, all are G-isomorphic, and so G is iso- 
morphic to the commutator subgroup of a maximal parabolic subgroup of 
W”). 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
From now on, assume the main Hypothesis. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let P ~9, Q = O,(P). Then P/Q is isomorphic to L,(29, 
Sz(2”), SU(3,2”), or Ua(29 for some n > 1, and 
(i) D n P is cyclic of order p, where p ) 2” - 1, 
(ii) Either C,(P/Q) # 1 and 1 W n P 1 = 2, or else every element of 
D - P induces a $eld automorphism on P/Q, in which case W n P is dihedral 
of order 2p, and 
(iii) F(P) < SyI,(P), j F(P)] = 2, W n P acts transitively on Y(P) 
by conjugation, and Q = nTEr(P) T. 
Proof. We are given that P/Q is isomorphic to one of the listed groups. 
Let T E Y(P). Then Q < 2’ since P = <Y(P)). Since Sylow 2-subgroups 
of P/Q are T.I. sets, we then have T E Syl,(P). Since T admits H, C,(D) is 
2-closed, and it follows that some d in D# induces a non-identity inner auto- 
morphism on P/Q. Hence p 1 1 N,(T) n H 1. 
Let D < R E Syl,(PD), and set 2 = Z(R) n P. Since N,(T)/T is cyclic 
and [d, P] $ Q, we have [Z, P] 4 Q. In particular, if P/Q g SU(3, 2”) for 
some odd n, then p f 3. Suppose R n P is non-cyclic. Then P/Q is a unitary 
group, p j 2” + 1, and E(C,,o(ZQ/Q) G L,(29. But then C,,,(D) is non- 
cyclic, whereas C,(D) ,( N(T); a contradiction. 
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We conclude that R n P is cyclic, whence p / 2” - 1. Let dI E D - (d). 
By a theorem of Lang, either D induces inner automorphisms on L/Q and we 
may pick d, so that [P, d,] c Q, or dI induces a field automorphism of order p 
on P/Q. In either case, set P,, = C,(d,). Then 2 < P, and there exists N E NpO(Z) 
with x2 EQ. Then [x, H] < H n P,, , so that XE N, whence x E N(D), by 
Hypothesis. It follows that 2 < D, so that we may take (d) = Q,(Z), which 
proves (i). Moreover, if C,(P/Q) # 1, then (x> covers IV n P. 
S uppose C,(P/Q) = 1. Then p / n and p 1 2%/Y - 1, whence also 
p j (2” - 1)/(2”/” - 1). It follows that there exists y  E N,(D) - H with 
yP E H, and then that W n P is dihedral of order 2p. This yields (ii). Part (iii) 
follows easily from the fact that P is a (B, N) pair of rank one. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let S, TE Y. Then there exists (S, ,..., S,} < .Y with 
S-S,,T=S,,andwith(S,,S,,,)~dforalli,l <i<n. 
Proof. We write S N T if S = T or if the conclusion of (3.2) holds for 
(S, T). Then - is an equivalence relation on F. Suppose we have S + T. 
Among all such pairs, take (S, T) so that S n T is as large as possible. As .Y 
is a component of kIz(H; 2), S n T # 1. Set Q = S n T, S, = N,(Q), 
T, = NT(Q), and set P = (S, , T,,). By the maximality of Q, P is not a 2-group, 
so P ~9. Choose P* EP* with P < P*. Let S, < S* E Y(P*), and let 
T,, < T* E Y(P*). Then {S*, T*} = Y(P*) < 7, by (3.1) (iii) and the 
Hypothesis. Thus S* N T*.ButSnS*>S,>QandTnT*>T,>Q, 
so that S N S* and T N T*, by the maximality of Q, and hence S N T; 
a contradiction. Hence (3.2) holds if S # T. 
Since 0,((F)) = 1, by Hypothesis, we have 1 F ) > 1. Since N is symmetric 
and transitive, it then follows that (3.2) holds also if S = T. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. j a(T)] >, 2 for all T ET. 
Proof. Immediate from (3.2) and the fact that O,((.Fj) = 1. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. W operates transitively on Y, by conjugation. 
Proof. Apply (3.2) and (3.1) (iii). 
(3.5) LEMMA. For any P E 9, there exists a unique member of B* containing P. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let P < PI n P2 , where PI and P, are distinct 
elements of 8”. Set Q = O,(P,) n O,(P,), and assume PI and P2 to be chosen 
so that Q is as large as possible. Then Q > O,(P). Set P3 = (Y@(Q))), and 
let P3 < P* < 8*. Then P < P*. Set R = O,(P*). Then R > N(Q) n O,(P,) 
for i = 1 and 2. By the maximality of Q we then have Q = O,(P,) = O,(P,). 
But then (PI , Pz> E.? so that P, = Pz , as {PI, P2} ,( 9’“; a contradiction. 
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(3.6) LEMMA. nTE, T = 1. 
Proof. Set Q = &es T and assume Q + 1. Set P = (Y(N(Q))>. Then 
P admits W, and it follows from (3.4) that P is not a 2-group, so that P E 8, 
and Q = O,(P). By (3.5), we have P E@*, whence F(P) < F. But then 
F(P) = 7, whereas 0,((F)) = 1 a contradiction. 
(3.7) COROLLARY. C,(D) = 1 for all TEE. 
Proof, Since T admits C,(D), we have C,(D) < O,(H) < flTd 2’ = 1. 
(3.8) LEMMA. Let d E D+ and let T E F, with C,(d) # 1. Then C,(d) E &. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let F be the set of all ordered triples (R, S, T) such 
that 1 # R = C,(d) $ Fd, {S, T) < F, and R < C,(d) E & . Then I’ is 
non-empty. Choose (R, S, T) E F so that first 1 R ] and then / S n T 1 is as 
large as possible. Set Q = S n T, and put N = (F(N(Q))>. 
We note first that, by the maximality of R, whenever we have R c Cs(d) for 
some 3 EF, then CJ(d) E &. Suppose first that N is a 2-group, and let 
N < S* ET. Then S* n T >, NT(Q) > Q, and so (R, S*, T) $ r. Then 
C$(d) .$ &, and so C,*(d) = R. But then (R, S, S”) E F, whereas S f~ S* 3 
N,(Q) > Q; a contradiction. Thus, N is not a 2-group, and so N ~9. We fix 
PEP* with N < P. 
Let N,(Q) < S, E F(P), NT(Q) < Tl E F(P). Thus S, # Tl , and 
(S, , TX] = Y(P). Since S n S, > N,(Q) > Q, we have (C,l(d), S, S,) + r 
and so Csl(d) E rd. Also, T n TI 3 NT(Q) > Q, so (R, TI, Y’) $ I’, which 
implies that CTl(d) 4 Yti , 
S, n Tl = Q = O,(P), 
and then Crl(d) = R. Hence (R, S, , Tl) E I’, and 
so that we may take S = S, and T = T1 . As 
R < C,(d)> C,(d) $ Q, and so d does not induce a non-identity inner auto- 
morphism on P/Q. Hence C,(d) Q E 8, and W n (C,(d) Q) fixes (d) and fuses 
R to C,(d), whereas 1 R [ # 1 C,(d)\; a contradiction. 
(3.9) LEMMA. Let d E D#, and suppose gti # a. Then C,(d) satisJes our 
Hypothesis, with FI and Yd in place of 7 and 9’. 
Proof. Let P, be maximal (under inclusion) in @d , let SE Y(P,), and let 
P, < P, E P, with S < T E Y(P,). Then (C,(d), P,) E Pd , so that S = C,(d). 
Thus S E .& , by (3.8). Since W is transitive on 7, by (3.4), it follows that every 
member of Yd is conjugate to S via CV, and then FVcd) is transitive on &, 
by (3.7). 
Since Y is complete in I@(H; 2), Td is complete in l-@&H; 2). Let Y be 
the smallest complete subset of Fti containing S. We will show that 9’ = Yd . 
Namely, by (3.2), it will suffice to show that whenever R E 9 and RI E Yd 
with <Ii, R,) < P for some P ~9’*, then R n R, # 1. Assume by way of 
contradiction that R n R, = 1. Then R n O,(P) = 1, so that by (3.1), d 
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either centralizes or induces a field automorphism on P/O,(P). In either case, 
C,(d) is a Bender group, with Cartan subgroup H n C,(d) and with Sylow 2-sub- 
group R. Then H acts irreducibly on R/R’ and on Z(R). Since R is conjugate 
to S via W,,, , we have R < Pz for some Pz ~9~) and R E F(P& Then 
Z(R) = O,(P,) < Z(P,), and since D = (D n P2, d), we have Z(R) < C(D). 
This contradicts (3.7), so we conclude that R n R, # 1, so that Y = & . 
Thus Yd is a component of P&&H; 2). 
We have already shown that 9(P,,) < Fd for any Po E B* , so it only remains 
to show that O,((&)) = 1. Suppose false, and put Q = O,((&)). We claim 
that Q < nTEY T. Suppose false. Then by (3.2), there exists P* EB* with 
Q < P* and with Q < O,(P*). But then C,,(d)/Os(C,,(d)) is a Bender group, 
so that Q T C,,(d). Since C,,(d) < (&), we have a contradiction. Thus 
Q G nTEr T, as claimed. But then Q = 1, by (3.6). This completes the proof 
of (3.9) 
4. LATTICES 
In this section, we fix (P,, , PJ E A. Let T,, be the unique member of F(P,,) n 
9-(PJ. By (3.1) th ere exist involutions x1 E W n PI and xel E W n P,, . Let 
I denote the integers. 
For i E I, set 
X2$ = (x-1x,y, x&+1 = x,x,i for i >, 0, and xzi-r ==x-r~,~ for i > 0. (*) 
Thus x,, = 1, x2 = X-,X,, xs = x+1x1, xw2 = x1x-1, xe3 = x..~x~x~, 
and so on. Notice that 
(4.1) LEMMA. (x-~, xl) is dihedral. The set {x~~+~ : i E I) consists of involutions, 
the set {xzi : i E I} is a maximal cyclic subgroup of (x-~ , x1), and xG1 = xmzi 
for all i. If x2, = 1, then I(x-~ , xl>1 divides 2m. 
(4.2) LEMMA. We have xixj = Xi+j ;f j is even, and X,X, = xjwt ;fj is odd. 
Proof. This follows directly from the construction (*). 
We fix the following notation. For all i E I, set Tc = T,,i = T$, and set 
Zi = ,& = Q,(Z(T,)). For all pairs of indices i and j with i < j, define Tt,* 
and 2i.j inductively, by 
Ti,j = T~,g-l n Tj , 2i.j = Zi,j-1Zj e 
We also set Pi = <Tc-, , Ti) and U, = Q&Z(P,)), and note that this is consistent 
with our original P,, and PI . 
(4.3) LEMMA. The following hold for all i, j, k in I, with i < j. 
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Ti+k.3+k ;f ’ is even 
Tk-j,k--i ;f k is odd 
(ii) 
Proof. Immediate from (4.2). Notice that similar fomulas hold for 
(&Jek and (Up. 
(4.4) LEMMA. xzipl E W n Pi for all i. 
Proof. This is by definition when i is 0 or 1. Now x-sjxlxzi = x~~+~ and 
x-,~x-,x,~ = xgieI , so that 
x4j+l E (W n P,)“Q = W n P2j+l , and 
xajwl E (W n PO)““’ = W n Pzj , 
for any j. This yields (4.4). 
(4.5) LEMMA. We have (Pi , Pi+l) E A for all i, and (x~~-~, x,~+~) = (xml, x1). 
Proof. Suppose PI = P2 . Then xs E W n PI, by (4.4), and then as xs = 
xrxa , we have xs E W n PI . But xs = x-rxr , so that xel E W n PI, and then 
P, = <T, , T;-‘) = (T, , TI) = PI ; a contradiction. Hence PI # Ps , and 
since TI E .F(P,) n F(PJ, we have (PI , Pz) E A. I f  i is even then the ordered 
pair (P, , PI) is conjugate to (Pz , P,+l) via xi , and (PI , Ps) is conjugate to 
(P* , P,+l) via xi-r if i is odd. This yields (Pi , Pi+l) E A for all i. Moreover, 
we have shown that (x1 , xs) = (x-r , xl) so it follows that (xziVI , xzi+r) = 
(x-1 1 x1>- 
(4.6) LEMMA. O,((P, , Pi+&) = 1 for all i. 
Proof. Suppose false, and set P = (Pi, Pi+l), so that P ~9. By (4.5), 
we may assume that i = 0. Thus (x- ,,x,)<WnP,andsincex-,#x,, 
if follows from (3.1) that every element of D - P induces a non-identity field 
automorphism on P/O,(P), and that (x-~, x1) = W n P is dihedral of order 
2p. Since x-r # W n PI, C,(P,/O,(P,)) # 1, and so PI G O,(P) C,(d,) 
for some dx E De. Similarly, P, < O,(P) C,(d,) for some d, E D#. But T, G 
P, n P, , so T, < O,(P) C,o((d, , 4)). By (3.7) it follows that (d,) = (d,), 
so that C,(P/O,(P)) # 1; a contradiction. 
(4.7) LEMMA. nisi Ti = 1. 
Proof. Suppose false, and set Q = n., Ti . Set Si = iVTi(Q) for all i, 
and suppose first that S, $ O,(P,). Since Q admits (xel , x,), we then have 
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S, = Sz 4 O,(P,), so that NP1(Q) E B. Since PTi = Pl , we also have 
Np-1(Q) ~9’. Set P = (Si : i E I). Thus P E B and by (3.5), P is contained in a 
unique member P* of 9”. Then also P* is the unique member of 8* con- 
taining both P-, and Pl , so that (Ppl , Pl) ~9. But P, = (T-, , T,) G 
(P-, , PI), and so <P, , PI> EY; contrary to (4.6). We therefore conclude that 
S,, d O,(P,). A similar argument yields S, G O,(P,,). 
Now S, = N(Q) A O,(P,) = N(Q) n O,(P,) admits both x1 and x.-~. Since 
(x-r , xl> is transitive on (Ti : i EI}, it follows that S, = Q, whence Q = T,, , 
which is absurd. This proves (4.7). 
(4.8) LEMMA. For all i E I, we have T,-,,i+l = Tip1 n T,+l. 
Proof. Set Q = TL--l,i+l. Then Q = O,(Pi) n O,(P,+,), so that Q 4 Ti . 
Set R = T,-l n T,,, , and suppose that Q < R. Then Q < NR(Q), so that 
NR(Q) 4 Ti . Since R ,( Tie,, we then have Pa = (NTzel(Q), T,), so that 
Q 4 P, . Similarly, Q a P,+l, but we then contradict (4.6). Hence (4.8) 
holds. 
(4.9) LEMMA. For all i and j with i < j we have Tisj 4 (T,+l , Ti+l,j), 
and if i < j - 1 then Ti,j SI Ti+,,j+, . 
Proof. Since Ti-,,i = O,(PJ, (4.9) holds if j - i = 1. Since Ti-,,i+, = 
O,(P,) n O,(Pi+,) a Ti , we also have (4.9) if j - i = 2. For j - i > 2, 
we apply induction to obtain T,,j = Ti,i-l n Ti+,,j a Ti+l,j-2 n Ti+,,j-, = 
T~+I.~-I - 
(4. IO) LEMMA. Let i and j be indices with i <j, and let d E D# with [Pi , d] G 
O,(PJ and [Pj , d] G O,(Pj). A ssume T<,j # 1. Then W, d <x-, , xl) G WC,, , 
W, ss Dzl, > and 1 W,,, : W, 1 G 2. Moreover, if j - i is odd, then 
(x-1 , Xl> = w, . 
Proof. We may assume without loss that i = 1. Thus (x1 , xaj-r) G W, . 
Set Y = (x1 , xaj-l), and suppose first that xi # xsj-r . Then Y is dihedral, 
and since W acts faithfully on D, we then have Y = W, s D,, ; a dihedral 
group of order 2~. Since W is generated by involutions, any dihedral subgroup 
. . 
of W containing Y hes m W,,, and has order 2p or 4~. In particular, this holds 
for <x1, 1 x ). NOW assume also that j - 1 is odd. Then X-jXrxj = xaj+i , SO 
that x1 and xaj+r are conjugate in WC,, . But (x-r, x1) = (xsj-r , ++r), by 
(4.5), so that <x-r, xi) = W, in this case. 
We may now assume that x1 = x2+r , so that xlxzj-r = xzj-s = 1. Then 
1(x-r, xl>1 divides 2j - 2, by (4.1). Since ~,xa~-s+~ = xaj-s for all odd i, we 
have xi = Xaj-s+i for all odd i. NOW T1.j G Tj-1.j = O,(Pj), SO that 
(Tlej , (Tl,j)Q+l) is a 2-group. Hence (Tlsj , (Tl,j)“l) is a 2-group, so that 
T,,j G O,(P,) G T,, , and so Tl,j = T,,j. Similarly, T,,j-, = T-l,j-l, and in 
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fact T,,j = T,,j < T,,j+, = T-,,j-l < TV,,i-2 = ..*, and SO on, so that 
T,,, -= 1, by (4.7). But T,,j # I, by assumption; SO x1 # Xaj-1, and (4.10) 
is proved. 
(4.11) THEOREM. Suppose O,(Z(P,)) = O,(Z(P,)) = 1. Then each Ti is of 
type L,(2”), for some$xed n. 
The proof of Theorem (4.11) will be carried out in a sequence of steps. 
(4.12) For any i E I, we have P,/O,(P,) isomorphic to 1,(2n) for some n, n > 1, 
and fil(Z(O,(P,))) is a natural module for P,/O,(P,). 
Proof. By (4.3), any P, is conjugate to either P,, or PI . Now (5.1) follows 
from (4.5) and (2.7) 
(4.13 .n,(Z(O,(P,))) = zi-,z, . 
Proof. Since P, = (Tip,, T,), (4.13) is immediate from (4.12). 
By (4.7) there exist indicesj < k with Z,,, < T3,k and with Zj,k+l < Ti,k+l. 
Among all such pairs of indices, choose j and k with k - j as small as possible. 
Then k - j > 1, by (4.13). In order to simplify our notation, we assume that 
j = 1. Thus k - 1 is ‘minimal’. 
Set =1 = Z,,, , T = T, , P = P,+l , x = x2k+l , Q = O,(P), A,, = A n Q, 
and A- == (rl, Axj. 
(4.14) IV.. have A < P, A is abelian, A, = Z,,, , and 2, n Q = 1. 
Proof. Since A < T,,, < C(.Z,,,), A is abelian. Since T,,, < T < P, 
we have ,2 ,< P. By the minimality of Fz - 1, we have Za,,, < Tz,k+l < 
T,c,,+, = Q, so Z,,, \ < A,, . Suppose Z, r\ Q # 1. We have Z,,, < T,,,c+, < 
T, < P, , so that Z,,, acts on Z,Z, = Z(O,(P,)). Since Z, < C(Z,+,) and 
Z, n Q + 1, it follows that Z,,, centralizes ZJ, , whence 2, < Q and Z,,, < 
O,(P,). Thus Z, < T,,, and Z,,, < T, , whence Z,,,,, < T,,,,, , contrary 
to our choice of il. We conclude that Z, n Q = 1, whence also A,, = Z,,, . 
(4.15) KQ = P, K E g, and T,,,, < C(K). 
Proof. Since Z, n Q = 1 and 1 Z, 1 = 2”, with P/Q s &(2”), it follows 
that KQ = P. Since k > 1, K E g. Also, C(A) > T,,, , So C(K) > Tl,7c n 
(Tl,r)J: == Tx, . 
(4.16) h = 2. 
Proof. Since Z,Zk+l is a natural module for P/Q, we have [Z, , Z,,,] = Z, . 
But also Z,,, < Z2,k+l < T2,k+l < T, < P2, so that [-G, G+,l = -G. 
Thus Z, = Z, . 
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Suppose first that lz is even, and set y = x*+~. Then Z, = Z,u = Zav = 2,-i. 
Since Z 2,x < A, it follows that k = 2. So assume that K is odd. Since Za = Z, , 
we have Z, = (Z,y-2 = Z,-a . Since j Z,Z, 1 = 22n, Z, # Z, , so Z, i: Z,-, 
and K > 3. Hence Z,-, < Z 2,K ,<Q, so that Z,, <Q. Since Z,,,-, < T,,k+-l, 
we then have Z, < TO,k+l, and so Z, = Z3 < TV,*, . Also, Z, < Tl,k , so 
Z, d T-M. Setting z = xlc , we have Z,-, = Ziz < T,,,, < C(K), by (4.15). 
Since KQ = P, W 0 K = W n P, and so 2,-i is fixed by x. Thus ZkP1 = 
Z k+2 . 
Set U = Z,-, , and set R = C,(U). Then R > (Tk,k+2 , Tk-l,k+l,i, and 
since Q = T,,,,, it follows that R <Q, and that 1 Q/R 1 < 2”. Then 
[K 81 G R, by (24, w h ence KR a P. But then Z(P) > Z(KR) f~ Z(Q) # 1; 
a contradiction. This proves (4.16). 
We now complete the proof of Theorem (4.11). Since k = 2, P = P3 , 
Q = Tzs3, and Tl,3 f Co(A). But ( T2,3 : Tl,3 ( < 2”, and so j Q: C,(K)\ :< 22n. 
Thus Q = Z(Q) C,(K). Then Q = Z(Q) x C,(K), so that C,(K) = 1. Thus 
Q is a natural module for P/Q, and T = Z,,, is of type L,(2”), by (2.9). Since 
(x-, , xi) is transitive on {Tl : i E I}, each Ti if of type La(2”). 
5. ROOT-STRINGS 
In this section, we begin to make use of the decomposition S = ndeD# C,(d) 
for H-invariant %-subgroups S of G (where the product is for some ordering 
of D#). 
(5.1) THEOREM. Suppose C,(T) # 1 for some T E Y. Let d E C,(T)#. 
Then Y = Yd and (7) is of type L,(2”) for some n > 1. That is, part (i) of 
Theorem A holds. 
Proof. By (3.3), there exists (P,, , PI) E d* with {T) = F(P,,) n Y(Pl). 
Then D = (d, D n Pi) for i = 0 and i = 1, so that O,(Z(P,)) < C,(D). 
But C,(D) = 1, by (3.7). Hence (P,, , PI) is of type L,(2”) for some n, n > 1, 
by Theorem (4.13). Then &(T,) = {02(Pi-,), 02(Pi)} for all i in 1, whence 
also B(TJ = {P,-l, P,}. It then follows from (3.2) and (4.5) that (P, , PI> = 
(Y). Since d centralizes T, d centralizes both P, and P, , and so (F -< C(d), 
which proves (5.1). 
(5.2) LEMMA. Let d E D#, with .& # (1). Then either: 
(i) For any R E Yd there exist S in Yd and P E B such that (R, S> = C,(d) 
is a Bender group, OY 
(ii) (&> is of type L,(2n). 
Proof. Suppose first that B, # o . Then C,(d) satisfies our main Hypothesis, 
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with & in place of Y’, by (3.9), in which case (ii) follows from (5.1). So assume 
that 9, = n, and let R E Yd . Since fir,, T = 1, by (3.6), it follows from 
(3.2) that there exists P E g* with R < P and with R 4 O,(P). Then d does 
not induce a non-identity inner automorphism on P/O,(P), and since B, = a, 
it follows that C,(d) is a Bender group. Now O,(P) C,(d) ~9, and then (3.1) 
yields that C,(d) = (R, Ii”) for some x E W n O,(P) C,(d). Then x E W, , 
whence R” E & . Setting S = Rx, we have (i). 
(5.3) LEMMA. Let d E D#, and suppose that (&) is of type L,(29. Then 
(i) C,(d) ~&for all T E Y, 
(ii) For any S E & and any A E d(S), (Y( C(A))) $8, and 
(iii) Wd is dihedral, of order 2p. 
Proof. Let R E .& . Then R is of type L&2”), and so if R < PEP’, we have 
R n O,(P) + 1. Then C,(d) # 1, for any T E Y(P), and (i) follows now from 
(3.2) and (3.8). 
Let -4 E ,4(R). By (3.9) and (3.2) R is contained in at least two members 
of tid ) so that 4 = O,(P) for some P in gd . I f  also P, = (Y(C(A))) ~9, 
then (I’a , P:a EC’~ - 9, contrary to our Hypothesis. Hence (ii) holds. 
We have W, = W n C(d). Since W operates faithfully on D and is generated 
by involutions, by (3.1), either (iii) holds or 1 W, 1 = 2. But W, acts transitively 
on Fd, by (3.4) and (3.9), and O,((&)) = 1, by (3.6). Hence (Q $Yd, 
and ] & i > 2, so that (iii) holds. This proves (5.3). 
For any d E D#, set W, = {Z(T): T E Yd} if (Y& is of type L&2”), and other- 
wise set .g)d = & . Set 2 = UdEDa&?\d and set E?’ = {Z(R): R ~9’). For any 
subgroup S of G, set s(X) = {R E&?: R < X], Z(X) = (2 E 9: 2 < X}, 
and set Z(S) = 1 3(X)1. F or any P E B*, set L(P) = (W(P) - %(0,(P))). 
For SE M,(H; 2), we say that S is an W-string if C,(d) = (W(C,(d))) for 
all d E D# and that S is a s-string if C,(d) = (%“(C,(d))> for all d E D#. 
If  S is either an W-string or a z-string, we ray that S is a root-string. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Let d E D# with (&) of type L3(2n), and let T E Yd . Then 
the following hold: 
(i) .%(T) = B(T), 
(ii) Z(T) = 3 and T = lJIREg(T) R for any ordering of B( T), and 
(iii) For any A E d(T), A is a root-string, with Z(A) = 2. Moreover, 
1 d(T)1 = 2, and G?‘(T) = {O,(P): P Ebb}. 
Proof. Part (i) is immediate from the definitions. Set Z = Z(T), and let 
X E 9(T) with X # 2. Then XZ < A for some iz E d(T). Let X = Z(S), 
with S E Yd . Since Z(P) = 1 for any P E 8, , we have (Y(C(X) n C(d))) = S, 
whence S n T > A. Then A E d(S), and as S and T are of type L,(2”), we 
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have A a (S, T). Set P = <S, T). Then A is a natural module for P/A, 
whence X and 2 are irreducible H-modules, by (2.8). Hence A = -X2, and 
since 1 F(P)1 = 2, we have (X, Z} = %(A), so that A is a root-string and 
Z(A) = 2. We have 1 gPd(T)I > 2, by (3.9) and (3.3). Since T is of type L,(2”), 
we have [ d(T)/ = 2, so in fact / 9’,(T)\ = 2 and d(T) = (O,(N): NE 9,(T):. 
This also shows that X exists, and then that Z(T) = 3. Since T = AB for 
{A, B} = d(T), and since A n B = 2, T is the product of the members 
of 9(T) in any order. Now all parts of the lemma are established. 
(5.5) LEMMA. Let d E D# with (F$ of type L&F), let S, and S, be root- 
strings, contained in C,(d). Then S, n S, is root-string. 
Proof. Assume false. Set Q = S, n S, , 2 = sZ,(Z(Q)), R, = N,1(2) 
for i = 1 and 2, and R = (RI , R3). I f  R E 9, then O,(R) is a minimal normal 
subgroup of R, whence 2 = O,(R) E d(T) for any T E F(R), where we have 
F(R) < &. Thus 2 is a root-string in this case, by (5.4), and either 2 = Q 
or Q E F(R), which implies that Q is a root-string. We conclude that R is a 
2-group. 
Since 1 is a root-string, neither S, nor S, is a minimal H-invariant 2-group, 
and so Z(SJ > 2 f  or i - 1 and 2, whence also Z(R$) > 2. Let Si < T, E & . 
Thus Ri contains some A, in &(Ti), whence either A, = R, or R, = T, . 
IfR,=T,,say,thenasR~BwehaveR=T,,andQ=R,nR,-R,, 
whence S, = Q is a root-string, which cannot be. Thus R, # T, for i = 1 
or 2, and so A, = R, . Since R, # R, , this yields Z(R) = 3, R E Fd , and 
R, n Rz = Q = Z(R); a root-string. This proves the lemma. 
(5.6) LEMMA. Let S be an W-string (or F-string). Then C,(d) is an 9?-string 
(s-string) for all d E D#, and 
s = JJ,, R car s = zE!Js)z) 
for some ordering of W(S) or 9(S). 
Proof. Since S = JTdsD# C,(d) for some ordering of D#, we may assume 
that S = C,(d). I f  S E %’ (or if S E 3) there is nothing to show. If S C$ W(S C$ %“) 
then it follows that (F& is of type L&2“). Then (5.4) (ii) completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Let S, and Sz be g-strings (%-strings). Then S, n S2 is an 
B-string (Z-string). 
Proof. Set Q = S, n S, . Then Q = (Co(d): d E D#j, so we need only 
show that (99(C,(d)) = C,(d) (or that (%“(C,(d))) = C,(d)) for all d E D#. 
Since C,(d) = Csl(d) n Cs2(d), we may assume that (S, , S,;: :< C(d). I f  
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9 > Yd then either S, = S, or S, n S, = 1, by (3.7), so we may assume 
9 2 &. Then (Yd> is of type L,(2”), and an appeal to (5.5) completes the 
proof of (6.4). 
(5.8) LEMMA. Let T E F, P E 9”. Then T is an ?&string, Z(T) is a b-string, 
and 0,(2(P)) is a 5!‘-string with 1(0,(2(P))) < 1. 
Proof. Let d E D#. Then either C,(d) = 1 or C,(d)E &, by (3.8). In 
either case, C,(d) = (W(C,(d))). H ence T is an g-string. Set 2 = h(T). 
Then C,(d) < Z(C,(d)). I f  Z(C,(d)) f  1 then 2($(d)) is an irreducible 
H-module, and so if C,(d) # 1 then C,(d) E 9%“. Hence 2 is a s-string. We 
may assume that F(P) = {S, T}, f  or some SET, whence O,(Z(P)) = 
Z(S) n Z(T) is a .%-string, by (5.7). Take d E D n P#. Then 0,(2(P)) < 
C(d), so that either 0,(2(P)) = 1, 0,(2(P)) E 3, or (&) is of type L,(2”) 
and 0,(2(P)) ~d(C,(d)). The last possibility is ruled out by (5.3), so 
w,(z(p))) G 1. 
(5.9) LEMMA. Let (P,, , PI) E A*. Then, in the notation of section four, Tisj 
is an W-string for all indices i < j, and Z,,i is a T-string if Z,,j is abelian. 
Proof. That Tisj is an s-string follows immediately from (5.7) and (5.8). 
Let d E D##. Since each 2, is a s-string, by (5.8), and since Z,,j is abelian, 
C,, (d) is a product of members of 9, and is therefore a s-string. Hence 
Z,,:.“is a 9-string. 
(5.10) LEMMA. Let S be an W-string. Then Z(S) = 1 B(S)]. 
Proof. Recall that by definition, Z(S) = / Z(S)l. Let 2~ B(S), and let 
d E C,(Z)#. Then C,(d) is an W-string, by (5.6). I f  C,(d) ~9 then C,(d) = 
Z(Cs(d)), and if C,(d) # 9 then (rd) is of type L,(2”) and 9’(C,(d)) = 9(C,(d)) 
by (5.3). This shows that Z(S) = (Z(R): R E:W(S)}. Since C,(D) = 1, by 
(3.7), distinct members of a(S) have distinct centers, so ( a(S)\ = j a(S)/ = 
4s). 
At this point, we need the following refinement of (3.1). 
(5.11) LEMMA. Let P E 9. Then C,(P/O,(P)) # 1. 
Proof. Assume false. Then there exists P ~9”” with C,(P/O,(P)) = 1. 
Let d,, E D n P#, and let d, , 1 < i < p be a set of generators for the set of 
cyclic subgroups of D not contained in P. Fix T ET(P), set Ti = C,(d,), 
0 < i < p, and set Q = O,(P). 
Suppose first that C,(d) $9 for all d E D - P. It follows then that Co(dJ = 1 
for all i, 1 < i < p, so that Q = T0 . Then as T, < 02(P), i < i < p, Q 
centralizes each such T, . By (3.3) there is P* Ed - (P}. Set Q* = O,(P*) 
and Qt = C&d,,). Then Q,” < Q, while T, < C(Q) for i > 0. Thus P* = 
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<W n P* n N((d,,)), T) < N(Q$). As P = C,(Q) Q < N(Q$) we conclude 
that Q$ = 1. Thus Q* < (Tl ,..., T,) < C(Q), so that 02(P*) centralizes Q*. 
Then also d,, 4 P*. Thus we may assume that dl E D n P*. Moreover, since 
C,,(D) = 1, and since Ti # 1 for all i, it follows that C,(P*/Q*) = 1. 
By (3.1), there exists XE WnP and YE WnP* with j xi = (y\ =p. 
Moreover, x E Wd, and y E Wd, , so that x # y. Thus (x, y> g SL(2, p), and 
so j FVz (x, y) 1 = 2, as W is generated by involutions. But (x, y) fixes T, and so 
1 F ) = 2, by (3.4). But then P = P*; a contradiction. 
We conclude that C,(dJ E 9 for some i, 1 < i < p. Since W n P is of order 
2p, we then have C,(dJ ~9 for all i, 1 < i < p. Then (Y,,) is of type L3(29 
for all d E D - P, by (3.9) and (5.2). It then follows from (5.3) that W contains 
two distinct subgroups of order p, whence W is transitive on D#. Thus (YdO) 
is of type L,(29, whence T,, E FdO by (5.3). Let y E W n P, with y of order p. 
Then y E Wd, , and y fixes T,, . Since j Wd, 1 = 2p, by (5.3), and since groups 
of type L,(2n) satisfy our Hypotheses, we then have Wd, intransitive on FdO , 
contrary to (3.4). This completes the proof of (5.11). 
Recall that for P EB* we have defined L(P) = (B?(P) - 9(0,(P))). 
(5.12) COROLLARY. Let P ~9*. Then / W n P 1 = 2, I B?(L(P))I = 2, and 
P = O,(P)L(P), with L(P) n O,(P) = 1. 
Proof. By (3.1) and (5.11), / Wn P 1 = 2, and C,(P/O,(P) # 1. Let 
d E CD(f’/02(P))#. Then L(P) < Cp(4, and P = O,(P)L(P). Suppose L(P) n 
O,(P) # 1. Then C,(d) E 9, so that (&) is of type L,(2n), by (3.9) and (5.2). 
But then L(P) = L(C,(d)) is a Bender group, by (5.4); a contradiction. Hence 
L(P) n O,(P) = 1. Evidently I @(L(P))/ = ( F(P)1 = 2, so (5.12) holds. 
(5.13) COROLLARY. Let PEG*, TEF(P), Q = O,(P). Then Z(T) - Z(Q) = 1. 
Also, if(PO, PI) Ed* and r < s, thenZ(T,,,) = Z(T,.,s+l) orZ(T,,,) = Z(Tr.,+l) + 1, 
andz(T,.,,) = z(T,-,,,) 0~ VT,,) = VT-l,,) + 1. 
Proof. The first statement is immediate from (5.12). Suppose T,,, # T,,,,, . 
‘Then T,,, 42 T,,,,, , so that T~,sTs.s+l = Ts and then Tr,s/T~,8+l s TJTs,,+l 
;F~““; zy,s) = Z(T,,,+J + 1. Similarly, if T,,, # T,-,,, then Z(T,,,) = 
T  1,s 
(5.14) LEMMA. Let (P, , PI) E A *, and let Z = Z(T) for T E F. Then for any 
pair of indices i and j with i < j we have I( Ti, j) > 1 - j + i. Moreover, equality 
holds if and only if TiVk > Ti,k+l for all k, i < k < j. 
Proof. By induction on j - i, we may assume that i < j and that Z(Tt,j-1) = 
Z - j + i + 1. If T,,j-l = T,,i , there is then nothing to prove. So assume that 
T,,j-l > T,,j. That is, Ti,,-l $ Tj .Since Ti,3--l < T,-l, this yields T<,j-, < Pi 
and T,,j-l $ O,(P,). Since T<,+, and Ti,$ are W-strings, by (5.9), it then follows 
from (5.10) that Z(T,,j-l) - I( Ti,j) = 1, which proves the lemma. 
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(5.15) LEMMA. Let PEG*, L = L(P). Then for any R EF(C(L)) we hawe 
l(R) < 1. 
Proof. Let d E D n L#. Then R < C(d), so if Z(R) > 1 we have <fd) 
of type Ls(2”). But <T(C(R))) E 8, so Z(R) ,( 1 by (5.3) and (5.4). 
(5.16) LEMMA. Let S be an g-string, SET(P), PEP, with P/O,(P) z 
L,(2”), and with O,(P) a natural module for P/O,(P). Then Z(S) = 3, and 
B(S) = Z(S). 
Proof. Let (S, T) = F(P). Th en T = Sx for some xE WnP, so that T 
is an g-string, and then so is S n T, by (5.7). Since S n T = O,(P) is natural 
module for P/O,(P), S n T = Z(S) Z(T), where H acts irreducibly on Z(S) 
and Z(T). Hence Z(S n T) = 2, and 9(S n T) = %“(S n T). Let R E&?(S) - 
9(T). Since H acts irreducibly on S/O,(P), we have S = O,(P) R, and since 
F(C(D)) = {I}, by (3.7), {R> = W(S) - R(T). Since R n T is an .G%string, 
R n T = 1, so R is abelian, R E 3, and Z(S) = 3 with W(S) = s(S). 
6. THE STRUCTURE OF A* 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let P E .9’*, T E Y(P). Assume that F*(P) = O,(P) and that 
no non-identity characteristic subgroup of J(T) is normal in P. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) P/O,(P) E L,(2n), for some n, n > 1, and O,(P)/sZ,(Z(P)) is a natural 
module for P/O,(P), 
(ii) @(O,(P)) = 1 and J(T) = T, 
(iii) Co,tp)(D n P) = Z(P), and 
(iv) Z(Z(P)) < 1 and Z(T) = 3 + 2(2(P)). 
Proof. Set 2 = O,(Z(T)), Q = O,(P), V = Q&Z(Q)), S = J(T), and 
L = L(P). By (2.6) we have P/Q = L,(29, P has just one-non-central 2-chief 
factor, and [S, S] < Z(S). By (3.1), n > 1, and by (2.1), V/G’,(Z(P)) is a 
natural module for P/Q. 
Let d E D n P#. Notice that it follows from (5.11) and (3.1) that ] H n P 1 = 
2” - 1, so that V/G,(Z(P)) is a sum of two irreducible H-submodules. Suppose 
first that Co(d) = 1. Then V = Q is a natural module for P/Q, T = J(T) = S, 
and it follows from (5.7), (5.8) and (5.13) that Z(Q) = 2 and Z(T) = 3. Thus, 
(6.1) holds in this case. So assume that Co(d) + 1, and set R = Co(d). Then 
R E & , by (3.8). Then either R E W or R is of type L,(2m) for some m, m > 1, 
and Z(R) = 3. We have O”(P) < LV, so [L, R] < V. Since [L, R] _C V n R !G 
Z(R), it follows that W n L fixes 9(R) point-wise. Assume R is of type L,(2”), 
and let A E d(R). Then W n L fixes A and A < Q = VR. Choose P* E g* 
with (.F(N(A))) < P*, and let Q < T* E .F(P*). Since Z(T) - Z(Q) = 1 
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and Z(T) = Z(T*), and since W(T) - 9?(Q) G 9, we have Q a T*, whence 
T* E Y(P) and P = (( T*)wnL). But since <Y(N(A))) E 9, P* is the unique 
member of 9”” containing (Y(N(A))), by (3.9, so that P* admits Wn L. 
Thus P* = P, whereas R z& O,(P*), by (5.4); a contradiction. Hence R ~9. 
Suppose next that R $9”. Thus 9?(P) = 9(P) u {R), so that RW n W(P) = 
{R}. Let PI E B(T) - {P}. Then R does not admit W n PI , by (4.7), and so 
R GL(P,). Set U = Z(R). Then U d V, and as U G C(d) we have U d Z(P). 
Setting K = (Uwnpl), it follows that K centralizes O,(P,), whence also 
[L(P,), O,(P,)] = 1, and then Z(O,(P,)) = 1, by (5.15). Hence Z(T) = 2, 
whereas we have Z(Q) = 3; a contradiction. 
Hence R E 9“, G(Q) = 1, and Z(T) = 4. Moreover, Q E x2(T), and since 
J(T) +I P ’ f 11 rt o ows that T = QA for some A E d(T) - {Q>. Thus T = S, 
and all parts of (6.1) hold. 
(6.2) LEMMA. We have j 9(T)( = 2 for all T E 9. 
Proof. Suppose false, so that [ B(T)1 3 3. We first show that if P Ed, 
then Z(T) G O,(P). For, set 2 = Z(T), and assume that 2 g O,(P). Then 
9(2(T)) g 9(0,(P)), whence it follows that L(P) centralizes O,(P). Then 
also O,(P) E & for d E D n P#, by (3.8). For any A E &(0,(P)) we have 
C,(A) E 8, so (YI) is not of type L,(2n), by (5.3). Hence O,(P) E 9, and Z(T) = 2. 
Then 2 = (9’(T)) and sl( T) = {(Y(N( U))): lJ E 9’(T)), so that 19(T) 1 = 2; 
a contradiction. Thus 2 G O,(P), as clamed. 
Now if T is of type L&2%) then B(T) = (<F(N(A))): A E ~9( T)} is of order 
two. Hence T is not of type L,(29. Then by (4.11) there do not exist distinct 
members P, and PI of B(T) with O,(Z(PJ) = 1. It then follows also that 
2 <Z(P) for any P E 9( T), as otherwise we may choose P* E 9J( T) with P* # P 
and with O,(Z(P*)) # 1; contrary to (P, P*) $9. 
Next suppose that T = (Y(IV(J(T))). Then J(O,(P)) < J(T) for all 
P E 9( T), whence P/O,(P) c L,(2”) f or some n (depending on P) and 
Z(O,(P))/Z(P) is a natural module for P/O,(P), by (2.1). Also Z(Z(P)) G 1, 
by (5.8), so Z(Z(T)) = 2. Now for P,E.Y(T), 1 G i G 3, Z(P,) = .Z(P,) # 1 
for some distinct i and j; a contradiction. We conclude that (F(IV(J(T)))) ~9. 
Now choose P Ed so that J(T) $ P. Th en no non-identity characteristic 
group of l(T) is normal in P, so that by (6.1), @(O,(P)) = 1, Z(T) = 3 or 4, 
and O,(P)/Z(P) is a natural module for P/O,(P). It follows that ) d(T)/ = 2, 
so that 1 B(T)/ = 2; a contradiction. This completes the proof of (6.2). 
(6.3) COROLLARY. Let (P, , PI) E A*. Then {Pi : i E I> = 8*, {Ti : i ~1) = 9-, 
and <x-, , xl) = W is dihedral. 
Proof. Let W,, = (x-r, xl). Then / B(Tw) n (Pro u Pp)I > 2 for each 
w E W, , so by (6.2) and (3.2) we have {Pi : i E I} = @* and (Ti : i E I} = 7. 
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Since / P n W 1 = 2 for all P ~fl*, by (5.12), and since 1 P n W, 1 = 2, 
we obtain Lt/ = W, . 
From now on, we fix (P,, , P,) E d* and adopt the notation of section 4. 
Set L, = L(P,) for all i. 
(6.4) LEMMA. Assume that there exist S and T in 9 with S n T = 1 and 
that Z(T) >, 4 j F /. Then Z(T) = + j r j and 9 = 9?(S) U S(T). 
Proof. We assume without loss that T = T,, , set 2 = Z(T). Set 
m = / Y j, so that m < 21. It follows from (6.3) that r = {T,, , TI ,..., Tnl-l}. 
For any i with 0 < i < Z we have Z(T,,,) 3 2 - i > 1, by (5.14), so that 
T,, n Ti f  1. Also, for any j satisfying 1 < j < m, we have T,, n Ti = Tj n 
Tm G Tj.m and Z(T?,,) > I- m -t j 3 1, so that T,, n Ti # 1. Hence 
S = T1 , and it follows by symmetry that m = 21. 
Suppose next that T,,, = TO,l+l for some i with 0 < i < 1. Then 7’s,,-, = 
T o,z ? whereas Z(T,,,-,) 3 1; a contradiction. We therefore conclude that 
Toa > To,t+~ for all such i, whence T n Pi+l $ Oa(Pi+,), and so T n L,+l # 1. 
Similarly, for all such i we have Ti,, < T,+l,l , so that S n Li+I # 1. Repeating 
this argument for all j with Z < j < 21, we see that T n L, f  1 # S n L, 
for all K ~1. Hence 3(L) = {T n L, S n L} for all L = L, , k ~1, by (5.7) 
and (5.12). But W = u,9?(Lk), by (4.7), so W = W(S) u W(T). 
(6.5) LEMMA. Assume that there exist S and T in .7 with S n T = 1 and 
with Z = Z(T) > 4 1 F /. Set B = T(Hn (F)) and N = (N,(D): PEG). 
Then (F) = (B, N) is a split B - N-pair of rank two. 
Proof. Take T = To. We have (9) = (B, N) by (3.4), and B n N = 
H n (Y) by (3.7). By (6.3), N/(H n (Y)) E NH/H = W is generated by 
two involutions, x1 and x-r, neither of which normalizes B. In what follows 
we identify elements of W with cosets of H n (7) in N when convenient. Thus, 
in order to complete the proof of (6.5) we have only to verify the Bruhat relations 
xiBx < BxBu Bx,xB. (*) 
for i = il and for all x E EV. By symmetry it will in fact suffice to prove (*) 
in the case that i = 1. 
We first observe that B U Bx,B is a subgroup of (7). Namely, set P = PI , 
Q = O,(P), 91 = W(T) - s;(Q), and J = H n {F). Now Bx,B is a union 
of 1 B: B n Bxl j distinct cosets of B in PJ, and then since B n B51 = Q J, 
B U Bx,B contains all i R / + 1 cosets of B in P J. Thus B u Bx,B = PJ, 
a subgroup of (Y). 
Let x E W, and suppose first that Rx < T. Then x,Bx = x,JQRx < 
JQxpxT < Bx,xB. In particular, (*) h Id o s in this case. Now suppose that 
Rx 6 T. Then Rx < S, by (6.4). Since L, is not a 2-group, and L, = (R, Rxl), 
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we have I@” 4 S, and so Rx@ < T. Set x’ = x1x. Then x,Bx’ < Bxlx’B, 
by the case just considered. Thus: 
x,Bx < (Bx,B)(Bx,x’B) ,( (Bx,B)(Bx,B)(Bx’B) 
< (B u Bx,B)(Bx’B) (as B u Bx,B is a group) 
< (Bx’B) u (Bx,Bx’B) < (Bx’B) u (Bx,x’B) 
= Bx,xB u BxB, 
so that (*) holds in this case as well. This completes the proof of (6.5). 
(6.6) LEMMA. Let d E D#, with F # fld # (11, and with / W, / > 2. 
Then W = W,,, is dihedral of order 4p, and 1 W,! 1 < 2 for all d’ E D - (d). 
Proof. Since W is dihedral and acts faithfully on D, 1 W, 1 1 2~. Since 
Yd # (l}, it follows from (5.2) and (5.3) that 2 1 1 W, I, so W, is dihedral of 
order 2~. Suppose W = W, . Since Fd # F, we have [T,, , d] # 1, by (5.1). 
Then by (4.7), there exists K, k > 0, with [T,, , d] < T,,k and [T,, , d] 4 T,,,,, . 
Setting P = P,,, , it follows that [T,-, , d] < P and [Ts , d] z& O,(P). But 
W n P < W, , so that d E C,(P/O,(P)); a contradiction. Hence W > W, . 
There exists only one dihedral subgroup of SL*(2, p) which properly contains a 
fixed subgroup of order 2~; and it has order 4~. Thus I W I = 4p, and W = W,,, . 
(6.7) LEMMA. Suppose F( Li) n F(L,) # 0. Then either Li = L, , 
or C,((F)) # 1, or j - i is even and W = W,,, is dihedral of order 4p for 
d E CD(LJ#. 
Proof. Assume L, # Lj , and let R EY(LJ n F(Lj). Then R ~9, by 
(5.13), so that there exists d E C,(R)#. Then (d) = C,(L,) = C,(L,), by (3.7). 
Set x = xzi-r , and y  = xgi-r . Thus Li = (R, Rx) and Lj = (R, Ry), whence 
also x # y. Thus (x, y) is dihedral, and assuming C,((F)) # (d), W = W,,, 
is of order 4p, by (6.6). Suppose j - i is odd. Then Lj+l = (L$J-~+I < C(d). 
But W = (x-r, x1> = (q+r, xsj+r), by (4.5), so that W F W, , whereas 
1 W, / = 2p; a contradiction. Hence j - i is even, which proves (6.7). 
7. THEOREM A 
We continue the notation of the last section. Thus (P,, , PI) E d*, and 
Li = L(P,) for all i. Assume that G is a counter-example to Theorem A. 
(7.1) LEMMA. Either O,(Z(P,)) # 1 or O,(Z(P,)) # 1. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then (P, , PI) is of type L,(2n), for some n, by (4.11). 
Then also L%! = 3 and Z(T) = 3, by (5.16). 
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Set A, = Oa(P,) for all i. Then Z(Ai) = 2, A,A,+, = Ti , d( Ti) = {At , Ai+l}, 
Ai n A,+1 = Zi = Z(T,), and T, > Ai > 2, > 1 is a 2-chief series for T,H. 
Also, we have Z,Zi+l = A,,, , so that 2, n Zi+l = 1. Now T,,, = A,, 
T,,, = A, n A, = 2, , and T0,3 = 2, n 2, = 1. Similarly, T-,,, = 1, and 
it follows that 2, < L, n L, . Then L, = L, , by (6.7) whence also W n L, = 
WnL,. Thus CC-~ =x5, which yields xe, = 1 and 1 WI < 6 by (4.1) and 
(4.2). Since W is transitive on F, 1 5 1 < 6, so that Z(T) > Q / F / for any 
TEF. 
We have T, = A,A, = 2,,, and T3 = A,A, = Z,,, . Suppose T, n T3 # 1. 
Then by (5.7) we have 2, = Zj for some i and j with - 1 < i < j < 4. Since 
Pz = (T, , T,) we have S“(P,) = (2,) 2, , 2, , 2,) and Z(P,) = 4, and it is 
then clear that any four consecutive members of .Z are distinct. Thus we must 
have Z-, = 2,. But Z-, = (Z-$6 = 2, # 2, ; a contradiction. We therefore 
conclude that T, n T3 = 1. Now by (6.5), G is not a counter-example to 
Theorem A. 
(7.2) LEMMA. Suppose W = W,,, for some do D#. Then either for all odd i 
or for all even i we have d E Li and Li+l < C(d). 
Proof. By (4.7) and (6.3) we have C% = (J19?(L,). Then (L, : i~1) $ C(d), 
by (5.1). Suppose d ELM for all i. Then 9(C(d)) = %, so that (F(C(d))) = 1 
and O,(Z(PJ) = 1 for all i, contrary to (7.1). Thus d $ n,Lz . It follows that 
W, is not the maximal cyclic subgroup (xa) of W. Also, by (5.1), W # W, . 
Thus, if xziPl E W, , then since W = (xzzwl , x~~+~), by (4.5), we have x2z+1 E 
W - W, , and if xzi-r E W - W, then xzz+l E W, . This proves the lemma. 
(7.3) LEMMA. 1 W j is divisibZe by four. 
Proof. Let P EY*, L = L(P), U = 0,(2(P)), and assume P chosen with 
U # 1. By (4.7) and (5.8), there exists P* E 9” with U < L(P*). Set 
K = L(P*), and take x E (W n L)*. Thus U < K n K”. I f  K # Kz then 
/ W j = 4p, by (6.7) so we may assume K = K”. Then [x, W n K] = 1, 
and since ( UwnK> # U we have x # W n K, so that 1(x, W n K)I = 4. 
(7.4) LEMMA. W has precisely two orbits on 9. 
Proof. Since W = (.x1, x,), it follows from (7.3) that xwl and x1 are non- 
conjugate in W. Hence L, and L, are not conjugate via W. Let R EW(LJ, 
S EW(L~), and suppose that Rx = S for some x E W. Then S < L,,” n L, , 
where Lox # L, , so that (Lox, L,) < C(d) for some d E D#. Then W = W,,, , 
by (6.6), whence also W = (xP1, xl) = W, , contrary to (7.3). 
We conclude that R and S lie in distinct orbits. By (4.7), W = UzG,W(L,), 
and since every L, is conjugate via W either to L, or to L, , W has just two orbits 
on W. 
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From now on, we denote the two orbits of W on W by 9+ and W-, and the 
corresponding orbits on 9’ by %“+ and %“-. For any X ,< G, set W+(X) = 
W(X) n 9!+, .9!-(X) = 9(X) n W-, and similarly for 9’+(X) and 6-(X). 
Set Z+(X) = 1 %+(X)1, Z-(X) = 1 9-(X)], I+ = Z+(T), and I- = Z-(T), for 
T E 9. Put Z = I+ + Z-, so that 1 = Z(T). 
(7.5) LEMMA. Let R E %‘, and suppose that R E Fd for some d E D#. Then 
there exist indices r and s with R = T,,, and with T,,,+1 = T7--1,s = 1. Moreover, 
s - r + 1 is even. 
Proof. By (4.7) there are indices T and s such that R < T,,, , R $ T,.,+, , 
and R $ T,-,,, . Then R < L, n Lsfl , so that CL,, L,,,) < C(d). 
Suppose first that TT,s+l # 1. Then W = W,,, , by (4.10), so that in particular, 
for x = xa , Rx < C(d). By (7.2), L,+l $ C(d), so that R ,< T,,, and s > r. 
Also, Rx < Tr+ss+z < Ts,, , so that R # Rx. Since R E Yd , it follows that 
<R, Rx> is not a 2-group, and so R 4 Tr+? . Hence s = Y + 1. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that r = 1, and since W = W,,, 
we may fix notation so that W(C(d)) = %!-. For all i, set S, = (g+(TJ). Then 
S, = O,(P,) = S,-, for all odd i, by (7.2) so that C,l(d) = 1 for all j. Now 
S, n S,R = [S, n S,R, d] < [S,R, d] ,( S, . Hence S, n S, = (SIR n 
S,R) n S, = (T, n T,) n S, = O,(P,) n S, 4 S, . Similarly, S, n S, 4 S, . 
Since L, Q C(d), we have R < O,(P,), and then (S, , S,> ~9, with S, n S, = 
Q!(<J; Y W). 
Set K0 = (S, , S,>, and put Kl = <S, , S,>. Then Kl = K,” ~9, and since 
S,=S,,wehave(K,,K,)~d.By(7.2),d~L,nL,,sod~K,nK,,andso 
as C,?(d) = 1 for all i, (K,, , Kl) is of type L,(2”) for some n, by (4.11). Then 
/ .&‘(Si)j = 2, so that both members of &(SJ are normal in Pz , for i odd. 
But S, n S, E &‘(S,), so that S, n S, q (PI, K,) = (PI , Pz); whereas 
<PI 1 Pzl$S. 
We conclude that T,,,+l - 1. Now suppose that L, # Lsil . Since 
R GLnL,,, we then have W = W,,, , by (6.7). We show that s - r + 1 
is even in this case. Namely, suppose false, and set y  = x,-r . Then L,.v = 
L, < C(d). Since also L,,, < C(d), we have W = W, , by (4.5), and contrary 
to (7.2). So assume L, = L,+l . Then xzT-r = xZsfl , and 1 = xZr--lxZs+l = 
x3(s-,L1) . Thus ) WI / 2(s - r + l), by (4.1), and so as 1 W 1 is divisible by four, 
s - r + 1 is even in this case as well. Hence also 1 = (TT,S+1)2s--r = T,-l,, . 
Finally, since Z(T,,,) ,( 1 + Z(T,,,V+,), by (5.13), we conclude that T,,, = R, 
and this completes the proof of (7.5). 
(7.6) LEMMA. Let y  E Z( W)#, and let T E .F. Then T n TV = 1. 
Proof. By (5.1), there exist generators d and d’ of D such that & # &* . 
By (6.6) we may assume that 1 W, 1 < 2. Then (Y& is not of type L,(2”), 
by (5.3) so & < 9. Let R E &. By (7.5) we have R = T,., and T,,,+l = 
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Tr-1,s = 1 for some r < s with s - r + 1 even. Then R <L, n L,+l , whence 
L, = -Ll > by (6.7). Set x = x,-,+r . Then L,” = L, , so that [x2+-1 , X] = 1, 
and so x E Z(W) as s - r + 1 is even. Since Trx = T,,, and R $ T,+l , 
x # 1, and hence x = y. Now as R # RY, y  is without fixed-points on the 
orbit Rw of Won W, and <R, RY) = L, . 
TakeR”=W+.LetT=T,,andsupposeTnT~#l.SetQ=TnT~. 
Since W is transitive on Y, by (3.4), we have Q E Hb(H<y); 2), and since 
(R, Ru> is not a 2-group, we have a+(Q) = ia, so that in particular, Q < T. 
Set P = (Y(N(Q))). Then P admits H(y), so that P ~9’. Then P ~9’* 
and Q = O,(P), by (3.5). For SET(P) with NT(Q) < S, we have Z(S) - 
Z(Q) = 1, by (5.13), and then as S n T is an %-string, we have S = T. Then 
R <L(P), so that L(P) = L, , and P = TL, = P, . But then P,,, = P,Y = P, , 
so that TFel = T, = T,. , and T,., = T,=R,andsoL,=P,andQ=l; 
a contradiction. 
(7.7) LEMMA. (&> is of type L,(2%) for some d E D#. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then Yd < %? for all d E D# for which & # {I}. 
Let T E.%+, S EB-. Then R = T,,, , S = T,,,,, , and Tr,s+l = T,-,s, = 
T* T .S’fl = TT,+, = 1, for some r < s, r’ < s’, by (7.5). Moreover, s - r + 1 
and s’ - Y’ + 1 are even. By replacing S if necessary by a suitable conjugate 
via (~a), we may assume that r’ - r < 1. But r # r’, since 9(L,) > (R, S}. 
Hence r’ = r + 1. Suppose s’ < s + 1. Then R = T,,, < TV,,,, = S, which 
is impossible. Hence s’ > s + 1. On the other hand, if s’ > s -/- 1 then 
s’ - 2 3 s, whence Sx-l = T,.L,,,,_, < T,,, = R; again impossible. Hence 
s’=s+ 1. 
For any i E I, set Pi = (I!‘,-,,,, , Tr--s+z+l,i+l ,..., T,,,-,+i). Thus I’$ is a 
sequence of conjugates of R and S under W, and successive terms of the sequence 
belong to distinct orbits. We claim that the terms of each sequence Pi are all 
distinct. Suppose this claim to be false for, say, i = 1. Then there exist indices 
i and j with 1 f  i <j < s - r + 1, such that Tr-s+i,z = Tr-,+j,j SO that 
T F-.9+1,3 = T,-,,i,, n TT-,+j,j # 1. But even T,-s+i,a+l = 1; a contradiction. 
Thusthereares-r++termsinP,,andsoE>s-r+l. 
Set y  = x,-,+1 . Let d E C,(R)#, d’ E C,(S)#. Then not both W, and 
W,, are of order 2p, by (6.6), and so by symmetry we may assume / W, 1 # 
2p. Then as R <L, n L,,l, we have L, = L,+l, by (6.7). Then LT’J = L, , 
whence [ y, xzr-J = 1, so that y  E Z(W). Since T,.,,, = 1 # T,,, , y  does not 
fix T, , and so as s - r + 1 is even, {y> = Z(W)#. Hence x~(,-,+~) = 1, 
so that 1 W 1 I2(s - Y + 1). Thus / Y / < 21, as W is transitive on Y. But 
now by (6.5) and (7.6), G is not a counter-example to Theorem A. 
From now on, we fix d E D# with (Yd) of type L,(2”). By (7.1), we may fix 
notation so that O,(Z(P,)) # 1, whence O,(Z(P,)) # 1 for all odd i. Set 
U, = O,(Z(P,)), for all i E I. By (5.8), we may take lJ, E %“+. 
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(7.8) LEMMA. We have W = W,,, of order 4p, and if d’ ED - (d), then 
w # W<d,) . 
Proof. Immediate from (5.3) and (6.6). 
(7.9) LEMMA. Let Z E 9 with Z < C(d). Then (F(C(Z))> $Y*, so that 
%“(C(d) = 6-. Moreover, we have 1 > 8. 
Proof. Suppose (F(C(Z))) E 8”. W e may then assume that Z = U, 
and that %“(C(d)) = 32”f. Th en Vi < C(d) for all odd i, and then d E Pi 
for all odd i, as (Y(C(D))) = 1, by (3.7). Then also L, < C(D) for all even i, 
by (7.2). 
Set A = U,U, . Then A < Z(T,,,). Since (PI , PJ 3 (P, , T,) = 
(Pr , Pz> > PI, we have PI # P3, whence U, # U, , and Z(A) = 2. By (3.8) 
we have C,(d) E .& for all T E F’, so C,l(d) ~9~ for all even i, and 
A = 02(CP4(d)), by (5.4). Now, since Pz # Pa, we have Cpz(d) # Cp4(d), 
by (3.5), and then since CTz(d) = CTs(d)= Coa(,8)(d), we have (Cp,(d), 
C,z(d)) E A. Hence O,((C,Jd), Cpl(d))) = 1, by (4.6), whence U,lJ, # U,U, . 
Since also I( U, Us) = E(AQ) = 2, we have U, f U, , and then U, $ U,U, . 
Thus Z(AU,) > 3, so that AU, is not abelian, by (5.4). Hence A < Ps . But 
A < P3, and S?+(PJ = SS?+(O,(P,)) < W+(P,). Thus A < P4 but A $ O,(P,). 
Then U, G O,(P,), as [U, , U,] = 1 # [A, U,]. Hence U, <L, . 
We have TIs4 < C( U,), and L, = (U, , Up). Thus TI,6 = TI,4 n (T&7 
centralizes L, . Then Z(T,,,) < 1, by (5.15), whereas Z(T,,,) >, E - 5, by (5.14). 
Thus I < 6, and we need only show that 1 > 8 in order to complete the proof 
of the Lemma. 
We now drop our assumption that there exists ZE z(C(d)) with 
(F(C(Z))) EB*, and assume only that I < 8. Let R ~2, with R 4 C(d). 
Then by (7.8) and (7.5) there exist indices Y  and s with R = T,,, , T,,,,, = 
-l,ands-~+leven.ThenR<LL,nL,,,,andsoL,=L,+,by 
;tj:‘S;t R, = R ~21 for all i, and set k = s - Y + 1. As in the proof of (7.7), 
we have {x3 = Z(W)#, whence ) W 1 1 2k. Since T,,, # 1, it follows from (4.7) 
that xj # 1 for any even j, j < k, so that in fact ) W j = 2k. Since / W 1 = 4p 
we then have either k = 6 or K >, 10. 
Set m = +k - 1. We now have R = R0 < T,,, , R, < Trt2,s ,..., R, < 
T,,+k--P,s = T,$-,,, . Supose that R, , R, ,..., Rm are not all distinct. Then 
R, = Ri for some i, with 1 < i < m, and then L, = (Ly)x2c = Lr+Bi, where 
Y  < Y + 2i < s. Thus R $ O,(P,.+,,), whereas R < T,,, < Oz(P,.+zi); a 
contradiction. Hence R, , R, ,..., R, are all distinct, and since they are all 
contained in T, , where Z(CTs(d)) = 3, we have Z 3 3 + k/2. Since Z < 8, 
this yields k < 10, whence k = 6 and Z > 6. 
Now, j W ( = 2k = 12, so that 1 F 1 < 12 and Z > l/2 ) F I. Then G is 
not a counter-example to Theorem A, by (6.5) and (7.6). , 
(7.10) LEMMA. Let ZE Z-. Then Z+(C(Z)) = 4. 
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Proof. By (7.9), d #L, , so by (7.2) we have [d,L,] = 1 and d ELM . As 
[d, I,,] = 1, (5.3) implies C,l(d) E 8, , and then (3.5) implies that PI is the unique 
member of P* containing CJd). As d EL, , Cp,(d) E .Y& , so there is a bijection 
of PId and PI” defined by inclusion. As U, E %“+ and PI l 9*, Z+(C(Z)) is the 
number of conjugates of PI under W containing 2, and hence by our last remark, 
is also the number of members of Pd containing 2. Thus it suffices to show that 
2 is contained in precisely four members of 8, . 
Let T E Y’ with 2 < Z(T). Then T = (&(C(Z))) since Z(P) = 1 for any 
P E 9, . Since [9,( T)I = 2, it follows that (P E gd : 2 < O,(P)} is of order 
two. Suppose Z < L = L(P), P E B, . Then Z is in a unique S E F(P) and 
C,(Z) E d(S). Now .Pid(S) = {P, Q> where Q = (&(N(A))). Since (T, S} = 
Y(Q) and 1 &‘(T)I = 2 we conclude that {P E 8, : 2 < L(P)) is of order at 
most two. By (5.4) (iii) we have equality, which proves (7.10). 
(7.11) LEMMA. We have B?+(PJ = B?+(O,(PJ) for all odd i. 
Proof. For odd i we have Z(P,) = Vi E %+. Then d $Pi by (7.9), so that 
L(P,) < C(d), by (7.2). Since 9?(C(d)) = SF, we have (7.11). 
(7.12) LEMMA. E < 8. 
Proof. For all odd integers i and j with i < j, set Ui,j = U,Ui+z . .. Uj . 
Let K be the largest odd integer for which U,,, is abelian, and set A = U,,, . 
Notice that k exists, as otherwise VI < P, for all odd Iz, whence U, < O,(P,) 
for all odd k, by (7.11), and then U, < nI Ti ; contrary to (4.7). 
Now AU,,, is not an abelian group, so that A 4 Pk,z . But A < P, , and 
so as A = (%“+(A)), we have A < O,(P,) < Tk < P,+l. Since Ana = 
u, ... u,,, is abelian, U, < Pk+2 , so that U, < O,(P,+,) and A n O,(P,+,) = 
us ... u, . 
Set P = P,,, , Q = O,(P), V = Z(Q), T = Tk, x = x~~+~, and 
K = (A, A”). Suppose first that V is not a %-string. Then 1 # C,(d’) $ %” 
for some d’ E D#. Suppose d’ 6 (d). Then (&,) is not of type L,(2”) for any m, 
by (5.3) and (6.6), and so &, < 9. But then H acts irreducibly on Z(R) for any 
R E &, , so that either C,(d’) = 1 or C,(d’) E 2”; a contradiction. Thus d’ E (d). 
But C,(d) = C,(d) as B-(P) < Q, and so C,(d) < Z(C,(d)). By (3.8), 
C,(d) E & , and then H acts irreducibly on Z(C,(d)), so C,(d) = 1 or C,(d) E 3’. 
Hence b’ is a %-string. We note that we have also shown that either C,(d) = 1 
or C,(d) E 3. 
Let U E z+(V), and let P* = (F(C(U))), with Q < SE F(P*). Then 
Z(S) - Z(Q) = 1, and N,(Q) < (Y(N(Q))) = P. But S n P is an W-string, 
by (5.7), so S < P, and so S = T, or S = T,,, . Then P” E {Pk , P, P,,,}, 
by (6.2). Since d E P, by (7.2), U 4 Z(P), so P* = PI, or P* = Pkfa , and 
U = U, or U,,, . Thus z+(V) = {U, , U7c+z}, and hence V = ZUkUk+, , 
where 2 = C,(d). 
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Let B=A”s= U,... U k+2. Thus B < P3 and B 4 PI . It follows as 
above that B < Pz , that B $ O,(P,), and that B n O,(P,) = U, . . . lJ, = 
A n B. Set Va = Z(O,(P,)). Thus V, = zU,U, , where 2 = CVz(d). Now 
[U, , U,,,] < V n V, , and since U, 4 Pk+2 , [U, , U,,,. # 1. Since V and 
V, are Z-Strings and 2 and 2 are trivial or in %o, we then have either 2 = 2 # 1, 
or else U, = U, . But if 2 = 2 then U, < C(Z), whence (%“+(T)) < C(Z), and 
I+ < 4, by (7.10). Since I- = 3, we get I < 7 in this case, which yields (7.12). 
Hence we may assume that U, = U, . Then U, = q-2 = U,-, , and as 
77, $ Q, we conclude that k = 3, P = P4, and A = U,U, . Then Tl,4 < C(A), 
and Tl,4 n (Tl,J5 = Tls6 < C(K). Then Z(T,,,) < 1, by (5.3) (ii). But Z(T,,,) > 
Z - 5, by (5.14), and so Z < 6, which yields (7.12). 
Now (7.9) and (7.12) provide a contradiction, which completes the proof 
of Theorem A. 
8. THEOREM B 
Let G be a counter-example to Theorem B. Thus, in addition to satisfying 
our main Hypothesis, G is of characteristic a-type, and N,(P) EJ&’ for all 
P in 8*, where 4 is the set of maximal 2-local subgroups of G. 
Set L = (Y), M = N,(L). Fix T in Y, set 2 = Z(T), and let 
B = (H n L) T. Fix S E SyI,(M) with T < S. 
(8.1) LEMMA. We have L = F*(M) isomorphic to L3(29, S,(4,2”), G,(2”), 
3D,(2”), 2F,(2”), U,(2”), or UJ2%)for some 71, II > 1. 
Proof. Set X = C,(L). Then X < C(P) for any P EP*, and as N(P) E.&Y 
and G is of characteristic 2-type, we have X < O,(P). Hence X < O,(L), 
and so X = 1, by our Hypothesis. In particular, Z(L) = 1. By Theorem A, 
L is a split BN-pair of rank two, with Cartan subgroup H n L. It then follows 
from Theorem A of [3] that L is isomorphic to one of the listed groups (with 12 
arbitrary). Since the field of definition of P/O,(P) is larger than Z, for all P E 9, 
we haven > 1. 
(8.2) LEMMA. Either D <L or p = 3 and LD g PGL(3,4”). 
Proof. Since D ,( C(H n L) where H n L is a Cartan subgroup of L, D 
induces inner-diagonal automorphisms on L. Since C(L) = 1, we then either 
have (8.2) or p = 5 and LD E PGU(5,4”), n odd. But p 14” - 1, by (3.1), 
so this last case is excluded. 
(8.3) LEMMA. We have N(T) < M and N(P) < M for any P Ed. 
Proof. Let P EY(T), and put N = N(P). Since T E Syl,(P), by (3.1), we 
have N = PN,,,(T), by the Frattini argument, and hence it will suffice to show 
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that N(T) < M. By (6.2), 1 S(T)1 = 2, and then also L = (S’(T)), by (3.2) 
and (6.3). Thus, we need only show that N(T) fixes B(T). Assume false. Since 
(N(P): P E 9( T)} < k’, it follows that no non-idendity characteristic subgroup 
of T is normal in P, for some P in 9(T). Then by (6.1), and inspection, L is 
isomorohic to L,(2n) or S,(4,2”). In both of these cases we have j s!(T)\ = 2, 
and .aZ(T) = {O,(P): P E S(T)}. Thus N(T) fixes Y(T) as a set, which yields 
(8.3). 
(8.4) LEMMA. Let P Ed, Q = O,(P), and suppose Q $ kI$(P; 2). Then 
L g U,(2”), P = 02’(C,(Z)) andfor any R E M&(P; 2), we have 
(i) Z = Z(R), and 
(ii) R is not invariant under C,(Z). 
Proof. Let R E K&(P; 2), and let x E R - Q. Then x E M -L, so that x 
induces a non-inner automorphism onL, by (8.1). As L is simple, we may regard 
L(x) as a subgroup of Aut(L) in the natural way. By [12] (Theorems 30 and 36) 
we have x = idgf, where i EL, and where d, g, and f are, respectively, diagonal, 
graph, and field automorphisms of L which leave T and H n L fixed. Since 
Px = P, we have g = 1, and since x is a 2-element, so is f. Since x normalizes T, 
so does i, whence i E B = (H n L) T. We have df conjugate to f in NAUtcL)(T), 
so we may assume without loss that d = 1. Thus x = if. 
Set Y = N,,,(,)(P), and put Y = Y/Q. Then [p, a] = 1, so that f  = i-l. 
Since P is a Bender group, and j induces a field automorphism on p, it follows 
that [p, f ]  = 1, whence L is a twisted group. Then as 1 J 1 is a power of two, 
L is a unitary group. If  L s U,(2n) then P g L,(2?“) or SU,(2”), so that 
[p,3] # 1. Thus L z U,(2”) and P E L2(2n), which identifies P as 02’(C,(Z)), 
by inspection of the maximal parabolic subgroups of U,(2”). Again by inspection, 
z = Z(Q). 
We have 1 Z 1 = 2*, and Z is a root-subgroup of T, whence Z admits and 
then centralizes f. Suppose x 6 C(Z). Then i $ C(Z). But Z E C’B(~) = C&(P), 
a cyclic group of order 2 2n - 1 which acts transitively on Z#. Since x is a 2-ele- 
ment, and / Z 1 is odd,Jinverts i, / Z I 12” + 1, and i centralizes Z; a contradiction. 
Thus (i) holds. Again asjinverts C,-;(H) n C(Z), (ii) holds. 
(8.5) LEMMA. Let P E S(T), and let R E kI$(P; 2). Then R < M. 
Proof. Set R, = N,(O,(P)). Then R, < N(P), as N(P) E J?‘, and then 
R, < M, by (8.2). Then Z(R,) = Z(O,(P)), by (8.4). Now N(R,) < N(P), 
again as N(P) E A?, whence R0 = R < M. 
(8.6) LEMMA. L c$ L,(2*) and L c& S,(4,29. 
Proof. Suppose false, and let P Ed. Let P < NE k’. Then O,(N) < 
O,(P), by (8.4) and (8.5). But P acts irreducibly on O,(P)/Z(P), so that, as G 
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is of characteristic Z-type, we have O,(N) = O,(P). Since N(P) E&, this 
yields P a N. Thus N(P) is the unique member of & which contains P. 
It follows from [l] (Theorem 3) that either L = F*(G) or that G has sectional 
2-rank four. Since Theorem B is assumed false, we then have LD z PGL(3,4) 
and the sectional 2-rank of G is four. Moreover, F*(G) C$ L,(4), so T 6 Syl,(G), 
by the results of Gorenstein and Harada in [7]. Since G is of characteristic 
2-type, it then follows from Theorems A and D of part II of [8] thatF*(G) g Msa 
or HJM, where HJM is the Hall-Janko-McKay group of order 2’ * 35 . 5 . 
17 . 19. Since Mz, has no outer automorphisms of order 3, and Mz3 has no sub- 
group isomorphic to PGL(3,4), we then have F*(G) z HJM. Then by [4] 
(lemma 3.5 and the proof of lemma 3.6) we have m,(Co(D)) = 3. Since No(L) 
contains no elementary abelian subgroups of order 27, this contradicts H < N(L). 
Thus F*(G) $ HJM, and the lemma is proved. 
(8.7) LEMMA. Let L g G,(2”), P = (Y(C(.Z))), Q = O,(P), P = P/Q, 
and & = Q/Z. Then 
(i) P g L,(2”) 
(ii) @5(Q) = 1, and m($) = 4n. 
Proof. One may verify (i) and (ii) directly from the Steinberg relations for 
GCW 
(8.8) LEMMA. Let L z 3D,(2n), P = (Y(C(Z))), Q = O,(P), P = F/Q, 
& = Q/Z. Then 
(i) P E L2(23”), 
(ii) @(Q) = 8n, and 
(iii) Q is an irreducible module for P. 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow as in (8.7), and also [Q, P] = Q and C,(P) = 1. 
As before, & is a module for P over GF(2n). If $ has a proper irreducible p-sub- 
module, then m(Q) > 12n, which is not the case, and so & is irreducible. 
(8.9) LEMMA. LetL z 2F,(2n), P = (F(C(Z))), Q = O,(P), and P = P/Q. 
Then 
(i) HE Sz(2”) 
(ii) [ & 1 = 21°n, 
(iii) P has two non-central 2-chief factors, each of rank 4n, and 
(iv) P has a unique maximal abelian normal subgroup E, and 
(a) 0(E) = 1, m(E) = 5n, 
(b) [Q, E] = Z, and P acts irreducibly on E/Z. 
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Proof. All of the above, with the exception of the uniqueness of E, follow 
without difficulty from the analogues of the Chevelley commutator relations 
obtained by Ree for the groups 2F,(2”); and we refer the reader to [lo] (section 2) 
for verification. The group E is just [Q, Q]. Moreover 1 P: 02(P)I = 2”, and 
C,(02(P)) is a Suzuki 2-group of order 2 an Thus, if E is not unique, then there . 
exists F < P, with F abelian, [F, 02(P)] # 1, and E n F = 2. Then also 
I F I > 25n, and Q = EFC,(02(P)). But then cl(Q) = 2, which is not the case. 
Thus (8.9) holds. 
(8.10) LEMMA. Let z E Z#. Then C,(z) < M. 
Proof. Suppose false, and put N = C,(x), R = O,(N), and X = C,(z). 
Thus P = (Y(C(Z))) = 02’(X). By (8.5), R < n/r, and by (8.4) (ii), R < O,(P). 
Since G is of characteristic 2-type, we have C,(R) < R, for Q = O,(P). Since 
N(P) EJ.@ and N(P) ,< M, by (8.3), no non-identity characteristic subgroup 
of R is also characteristic in Q. In particular, R < Q. 
Now Q/Z is not an irreducible module for P/Q. For L = U,(q) or U,(q), 
however, we have m(Q/Z) = 2n or 6n, and P/Q s L,(2”) or SU(3,2”), respec- 
tively, so L c$ U,(2”) and L * U&2”). By (8.8) (iii), L + 3D,(2”). Suppose 
L s Ga(2”). Since Z < R < Q, it then follows that m(R/Z) = 2an, and that 
R/Z is irreducible for P/Q. If  Z = Z(R), then as Z = Z(Q) we have Z char A 
and Z char Q; a contradiction. Hence Z < Z(R), and so R is abelian. Then 
@(R) = 1, whereas P has no normal abelian subgroups of rank 3~2, by [14] 
(lemma 3.11). 
HenceL g 2F4(2n). We adopt the notation of (8.9). Suppose first that R 3 E. 
Then Z(R) < E as E is a maximal normal abelian subgroup of P. Then as 
Z < Z(R), and as P/Q acts irreducibly on E/Z, we have E = Z(R). But then 
N(Z(R)) 2 (N(P), N(R)}, and as N(P) E&?, P a N(R), and then N(R) < M, 
a contradiction. Thus E 4 R, and so E n R = Z. Since / Q [ = 21°n, we have 
I R I < 26n, and P has just one non-central chief factor in R. 
Set S = [R, P] Z, and U = Z(R). Then / S 1 = 25n, and as S # E, and E 
is unique, S is non-abelian. Hence U n S = Z and P = C,(U) Q. But then 
U centralizes [E, C,(U)] Z = E, so that U < E and R n E > Z; a contra- 
diction. 
(8.11) COROLLARY. SE Syl,(G). 
Proof. Let S < S* E Syl,(G), and let x E Z(S*). Then z c N(Z) < N(P), 
where P = (Y(C(Z))). We have Z = Z(O,(P)), and then as G is of charac- 
teristic 2-type, z E Z. Hence S* < M, by (8.10), whence S = S*. 
(8.12) LEMMA. Suppose L g U,(2”). Then S = T. 
Proof. Suppose false, and let x1 E S - T with xl2 EL. Regarding L<x,) as 
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a subgroup of Aut(L), we have x1 = if for some i EL, and for f a field auto- 
morphism of L of order two, where f fixes T and H n L. Thus L(x,) = L<x), 
where 1 x 1 = 2 and x induces a standard field automorphism ofL, of order two, 
and where we may assume x E S. 
Now C,(x) gg &(4, 2’9, and then as G is of characteristic 2-type, 
] O,(C,(x))I > 24n. Hence 1 S 1 > 2sn. But 1 T 1 = 26n, so that 1 S j < n . 26n; 
a contradiction. 
From now on, we fix P = (F(C(Z))). 
(8.13) LEMMA. L has two conjugacy classes of involutions. If x and x are 
representatives of these classes, with z E 2, and if we put Y = 02’(C,Jx), then 
Y/O,(Y) z L,(2”), and th e o f 11 owing table describes O,(Y), and compares / Oz(Y)I 
with 1 O,(P)I, when L $ 2F,(2”). 
L I O,(Y)I I w2w)l I 02WI 
U@) 24” 24” 25” 
U5W) 2sn 24” 27” 
G2(2”) 23” 23* 25” 
3&(2”) 29% 25” 29n 
Proof. ForL E U&2”), G,(2”), or 3D4(2”), se [16], [15], and [17], sections 7, 
8, and 8, respectively. For L E U4(29, use direct calculation, 
(8.14) LEMMA. LetxEZ#,gEG,withx=zQEL. ThengEM. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then x $xL, by (8.10). Set Y = 02’(CL(1c)). Then 
Y < CMI(x), by @IO), so that Y < N,Q(PQ). Since LQ = F*(MQ), and since 
Out(L) is solvable, it follows from (8.13) that 02(Y) < PQ. Then L $ 2F4(2”), 
as Y/O,(Y) is not a 3’-group. 
Now Y/O,(Y) g L,(2%), so that either PQ c O,(P) Y or else L e 3D4(2”) 
with P/O,(P) s L2(23n), or L g U,(2”) with P/O,(P) E Ua(2”). Hence either 
O,(Y) C C(PQ/O,(PQ)) or L s U&2”) and I O,(Y): Coz(PQ/02(PQ))/ = 2. By 
(8.4) and (8.12) we then have j Y: Y n PQ / < 2, and equality holds only if 
L E U&2”). But table (8.13) shows that / O,(Y)//2 > I O,(P)1 if L g U,(2”), 
so L * U,(2”), and Y C PQ. 
Suppose L E U,(2”). Then 02’(NL(02(Y))) ~9”. Also O,(PQ) normalizes 
O,(Y) as Z(PQ) = Z(Y) where cl(O,(PQ)) = 2. Since NG(Q) is a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of G for any Q ELI*, we then have N(O,(Y)) _C M, by (8.3), and so 
PQ = O,(PQ) Y C M. Then PQ _CL, by (8.12), and PQ Ed with PQ # P. 
But then PQ p P; a contradiction. Thus L * U4(2”). 
Now if L s 3D4(2”) then j O,(Y)1 = I O,(P)/ so that O,(Y) = O,(PQ). 
But in this case 2(0,(Y)) > 2 # 20; a contradiction. 
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The one remaining case is that in which L E G,(2”). Here 1 O,(Y)] = 23n, 
by (8.13), and O,(Y) is abelian. Then @(O,(Y)) = 1, whereas P has no normal 
abelian subgroups of rank 3~2, as was shown in the proof of (8.10). Thus we have 
a contradiction in this case as well, which proves (8.14). 
(8.15) LEMMA. Let z E Z#, g f  G, with x = zg E M. Then g E M. 
Proof. Without loss, we may assume that x E S, so that Z admits x. Suppose 
first that 1 C,(x)1 >, 4. Since C(x) < MB and since Out(Lg) has cyclic Sylow 2- 
subgroups, we then have Z n Lg # 1. But then g E M, by (8.14). Hence n = 2, 
andS = (T,x) = (T,f) h f’ d w ere m uces a field automorphism on L and where 
[ f  1 = 2. If L s U,(4) or U,(4) we have [Z, f ]  = 1, so L z G,(4) or 3D,(4). 
Let {PI} = 9(T) - (P}, and set V = Z(O,(P,)). Then V is a natural module 
for P,/O,(P,), with P,/O,(P,) g L,(2”). Thus zL > V#. But x fixes PI as 
PI G P, and so 1 C,(x)/ > 4, C,(X) n LB = 1, and (8.14) yields a contradiction. 
Now by (8.15) and (8.10), z is contained in a unique conjugate of M, for every 
involution z E M such that x is central in Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By a Theorem 
of Holt [9], it follows that M 4 G, and thenL = F*(G) by (8.1). This completes 
the proof of Theorem B. 
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